Weighing Terminal HTF200
simple | compact | calibratable
Benefits:
Universal use
High operational security
Calibratable
Database connection is possible
Internal rechargeable battery
is possible
Simple operation

Technical Data
HTF200 is suitable for difficult environmental

Data Transmission To PC

conditions and locations with high hygienic stan-

Via optional PC interface. Transmission of date,

dards, as in the food, pharmaceutical and chemi-

time, consecutive-number and weight after each

cal industry.

weighing cycle.

High Operational Security

PC ONLINE Mode

Fast and error-free operation is ensured by a

Via optional PC interface. Reading of weight, ta-

high-contrast alphanumeric LCD for the indication

ring, zero setting and other functions can be re-

of weight, IDs and operator prompts in combinati-

motely controlled from a PC.

on with an easy-to-use keyboard.
Switching And Filling
Weighing Program

With an optional input/output module two weight

Display of net, tare and gross weight. Operator

thresholds can be monitored, eg formax. or min.

prompting for capturing of weight or piece count.

values. Start of weighing cycle and taring is possible from external switches. Alternatively the in-

Data Logging

puts and outputs can be used for a filling sequence

Via optional printer interface. The print layout

with start/stop/interrupt and two-speed cut-off.

for labels or forms is configurable. Printout
of weights, totals, date, time and consecutive-

Ex version

number.

With ATEX approval for installation in hazardous area,
zone 2 (gas) or zone 22 (dust) available as option.

Checkweigher

RS 422

RS 485

R 232

Serial interface (maximum of 4)

Digital/analog interface

Printer
Remote indication
SPS system
PC/Network
Externally ethernet module
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Filling scale
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Mobile scale

15- bit analog
I/Os
(maximum of 1)

Online control

Opto-isolated
I/Os
24VDC
(2/2 oder 1/3)

Counting scale

